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Abstract7

Despite recent advances in pore-scale modelling of two-phase flow through porous media, the8

relative strengths and limitations of various modelling approaches has been largely unexplored.9

In this work, two-phase flow simulations from the generalized network model (GNM) [1, 2] are10

compared with a recently developed lattice-Boltzmann model (LBM) [3, 4] for drainage and water-11

flooding in two samples — a synthetic beadpack and a micro-CT imaged Bentheimer sandstone —12

under water-wet, mixed-wet and oil-wet conditions. Macroscopic capillary pressure analysis reveals13

good agreement between the two models, and with experiments, at intermediate saturations but14

shows large discrepancy at the end-points. At a resolution of 10 grid blocks per average throat, the15

LBM is unable to capture the effect of layer flow which manifests as abnormally large initial water16

and residual oil saturations. Critically, pore-by-pore analysis shows that the absence of layer flow17

limits displacement to invasion-percolation in mixed-wet systems. The GNM is able to capture the18

effect of layers, and exhibits predictions closer to experimental observations in water and mixed-19

wet Bentheimer sandstones. Overall, a workflow for the comparison of pore-network models with20

direct numerical simulation of multiphase flow is presented. The GNM is shown to be an attractive21

option for cost and time-effective predictions of two-phase flow, and the importance of small-scale22

flow features in the accurate representation of pore-scale physics is highlighted.23

I. INTRODUCTION24

A thorough understanding of multiphase flow through permeable media is essential to a25

variety of important applications such as oil recovery [5], groundwater flow [6], carbon cap-26

ture and storage [7], polymer electrolyte membranes [8] and surgical masks [9]. Specifically,27

the ability to accurately predict multiphase behaviour at the micron scale, or “pore-scale”, is28

vital to a successful and optimised implementation of such applications. To achieve predic-29

tive capability at the pore-scale, many numerical modelling approaches have been developed.30

These approaches can be divided into two broad categories: direct numerical simulations31

(DNS) — high fidelity models solving the governing flow equations through detailed geom-32

etry; and pore-network models (PNM) — lower fidelity approximations which preserve only33

the essential geometry. In recent decades, advancements in experimental methods, imaging34

capabilities and associated image analysis have awarded unprecedented insight into flow at35
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the pore-scale [10, 11]. It is now possible to observe — up to a time resolution of a few36

seconds and a spatial resolution of microns [12] — displacement at the pore-scale under a37

range of realistic conditions. Incorporating such rich experimental detail into a predictive38

framework has led to increased development of pore-scale models. With a wide variety of39

evolving models it is becoming increasingly important to identify the strengths that each40

modelling approach has and how they can collectively further our understanding; however,41

thorough and quantitative pore-by-pore comparisons are still limited.42

To date, some comparison studies have explored these matters for reactive-transport [e.g,43

13–15], while others have investigated macroscopic flow properties such as capillary pressure44

[16, 17] and relative permeability [18]. Recently, Zhao et al. [19] analysed the macroscopic45

predictions of 14 pore-scale models, including DNS and PNM approaches, against benchmark46

quasi-2D micro-model experiments [20]. The authors found that no single approach could47

reproduce all of the experimental observations and that correctly incorporating fluid layers48

into simulations was profoundly challenging, particularly for DNS simulations which require49

tens, or even hundreds, of millions of lattice points to capture such features. Note that,50

in this paper, a distinction between fluid layers and films is made. Layers are wedges of51

wetting fluid retained in the corners of the pore space, whose thickness, typically of the52

order micrometres, is controlled by local pore geometry and capillary pressure [21]. Layers53

can allow significant flow. Films, in contrast, are of nanometre thickness, allow negligible54

flow and are controlled by intermolecular forces [22, 23]. While films may affect surface55

properties, they do not directly contribute to the displacement processes described in this56

paper.57

In direct simulations of pore-scale flow, Eulerian grid-based methods (finite-element, vol-58

ume or difference) [24, 25] or particle-based methods (lattice-Boltzmann or smoothed particle59

hydrodynamics) [26–29] are used to numerically approximate the Navier-Stokes equations60

directly on the pore-space of a reconstructed 3D sample or an image. The appeal of a high-61

fidelity approach is that few simplifications are made, allowing full consideration of viscous62

and capillary forces while preserving sample geometry, resulting in physically-based predic-63

tive capabilities [30, 31]. As such, DNS is vital to the characterisation of pore and sub-pore64

behaviour. However, the computational cost of performing such methods for multiple, high-65

resolution simulations at low capillary-numbers renders DNS impractical for those without66

access to advanced computing power; even simulations on relatively small samples require67

CPU [26] or GPU [32] parallelisation. Moreover, extending the use of high resolution DNS68
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to the cm-scale, or to media exhibiting multi-scale porosity, is an even greater challenge due69

to multi-billion voxel image sizes. A complete understanding of pore-scale flow can only be70

achieved by exploring the parameter space on a representative elementary volume (REV), at71

similar capillary numbers present in the subsurface and at a resolution that captures impor-72

tant small-scale phenomena such as layer flow. Furthermore, macroscopic properties needed73

for upscaling should be obtained at the REV or above and ideally in a time and resource74

efficient manner. To achieve these requirements, simplifications to pore-space geometry and75

the governing equations are needed, leading to a network description of pore-scale flow.76

Pioneered by Fatt [33], pore-network models provide a lower-fidelty approach which is77

fast, computationally efficient and can handle sample volumes six orders of magnitude larger78

than DNS. PNMs discretise the pore-space into a topologically equivalent network — a79

lattice of pores connected by throats — through which flow is simulated semi-analytically.80

The resulting decreased computational demands allow PNMs to simulate lower capillary81

numbers and the conceptual discretisation of the system allows the inclusion of small-scale82

features, such as layer flow, to infinite resolution [34]. A simulation taking multiple weeks83

with DNS can be achieved on the order of minutes with a PNM, as shown later. However,84

the simplifications awarding PNMs such efficiency also bring disadvantages; the construction85

of a network replaces the true pore-space geometry with smooth, idealised elements which86

are often non-unique [35]. Further error is introduced due to semi-analytic approximations87

to the governing equations.88

To address the challenges associated with network modelling, the generalized network89

model (GNM) has been developed [1, 2]. In classical network modelling, the pore-space is90

discretised into separate pores and throats based on a maximal-ball approach, with local91

maximal and minimal inscribed spheres representing pores and throats respectively [36]. The92

pores and throats are then assigned idealised, non-unique geometric shapes with the same93

shape factor as the underlying image. The GNM adopts a new approach: the corners of the94

pore-space between any two connected pores are discretised and used as the main elements of95

the network. This richer geometric characterisation better preserves sub-pore features and96

removes the non-uniqueness of classical network elements, moving closer towards a first-97

principles predictive approach. Ultimately, the GNM aims to be an upscaled representation98

of the pore and sub-pore physics captured by DNS, while allowing a greater number of99

physically-based parameters relative to classical PNMs. Extensive calibration and compar-100

ison with DNS is needed to ensure that semi-analytic approximations and physically-based101
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correlations in the GNM are accurate, and that macroscopic properties, such as capillary102

pressure, and local properties, such as occupancy and saturation, are consistent between the103

two modelling approaches.104

Successful development of a network model that incorporates sample geometry, captures105

the upscaled behaviour of DNS and retains the desirable efficiency of PNMs would provide a106

powerful predictive tool. The objective of this paper is to develop a workflow to compare two-107

phase flow predictions from a colour-gradient lattice-Boltzmann DNS model and the GNM,108

on both a macroscopic (capillary pressure) and local (saturation and occupancy) basis. A109

quantitative, pore-by-pore comparison between the models is then presented for Bentheimer110

sandstone and a synthetic beadpack, through a full range of wetting states, in addition111

to comparisons with experimental data for Bentheimer sandstone. The workflow provides112

insights into the relative strengths and shortcomings of each approach, and seeks to analyse113

the difference in pore-scale behaviour between the GNM and higher fidelity approaches.114

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS115

II.1. Generalized Network Model116

The generalized network extraction algorithm [1] is used to discretise the void-space in117

a micro-CT image into individual pore and throat elements of a network. Pore centres are118

defined as local maxima of the distance map — a scalar field of the distance between each119

void voxel and its nearest solid voxel — while throats are defined as the narrowest restriction120

between two adjacent pores. Every void voxel in a micro-CT image is assigned to a unique121

pore and throat element. These pores and throats are used to validate local fluid properties,122

such as saturation and occupancy, between the GNM and DNS. An indicator function, α, is123

used to determine the occupancy of a pore or throat: α = 0 if the voxel nearest the centre124

of a pore or throat is filled with water, while α = 1 if it is filled with oil. Saturation is125

computed as the fraction of voxels filled with a fluid phase (α) in any given element and can126

take values Sα ∈ [0, 1].127

The generalized network then differs from classical approaches; the throats are further128

divided along their medial axis into corners. Discretising in this way preserves the underlying129

topology while retaining a rich geometric description of the pore-space, as the corners’130

geometric parameters are acquired directly from the underlying image. The single-phase131
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permeability of the sample is preserved via an upscaling of the Navier-Stokes equations132

solved directly on the image.133

Quasi-static, capillary dominated two-phase flow is simulated through the extracted net-134

work using the generalized network flow model [2]. Improvements in the calculation of135

threshold capillary pressure accounting for the sagittal curvature of fluid menisci are im-136

plemented, as described by Giudici et al. [37]. Displacements are driven by incrementally137

increasing the invading phase pressure at the inlet, with fluid interface locations updated in138

accordance with capillary equilibrium in each pore or throat:139

Pc = Po − Pw = σκ (1)

where Pc is the capillary pressure, Po and Pw the fluid pressure of oil and water respectively,140

σ the interfacial tension and κ the total curvature of the interface. Layer growth, snap-off141

and layer collapse are simulated by tracking the three-phase contact lines as fluid interfaces142

move through pores and throats. After a user-defined change in network saturation, set to143

1% in this work, the conductivity of each corner is calculated and averaged to provide the144

conductivity of each throat. Subsequently, a mass balance on each pore, p, is invoked to145

determine the flow rate in each throat, t:146 ∑
t ∈ p

qαt =
∑
t ∈ p

gαt (Φp − Φnei) = 0 (2)

where qαt is the total flow rate of a phase (α) passing through a throat (t), gαt is the throat147

conductivity and Φp − Φnei is the viscous pressure drop between neighbouring pores. The148

summation is over all throats connected to a given pore. Simulations in this work assume149

capillary dominated displacement, with σ = 0.025Nm−1.150

II.2. Direct Numerical Simulations and Samples151

Two-phase flow predictions obtained with the GNM are compared to those generated152

in Akai et al. [4] using a recently developed lattice-Boltzmann model (LBM). Below, the153

method used to obtain LBM predictions is briefly described; for a complete treatment of the154

reader is referred to Akai et al. [3].155
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FIG. 1. The pore-volume weighted radius distributions for throats (a) and pores (b). The red bars

represent Bentheimer and the blue bars represent the synthetic beadpack.

Two-phase flow simulations on two 2883 voxel samples — a synthetic beadpack and a156

micro-CT imaged Bentheimer sandstone, both with a voxel size of 3.58 µm—were performed157

using a colour gradient lattice-Boltzmann model by Akai et al. [4]. Although small, this size158

is likely large enough to be considered a representative elementary volume for a Bentheimer159

sample [38, 39] and hence also for the beadpack, as its pore-space is more homogeneous than160

Bentheimer. The pore-radius distribution for both samples is shown in Fig. 1. Initially,161

drainage simulations were performed with a uniform contact angle, θ, of 45◦ by increasing162

the oil pressure, relative to the water pressure, and applying constant pressure boundary163

conditions at the inlet and outlet. Following primary drainage, water injection was simulated164

for three wetting states in each sample: uniformly water-wet (WW, θ = 45◦), uniformly oil-165

wet (OW, θ = 135◦), and a mixed-wet (MW) state exhibiting a non-uniform allocation166

of contact angle — the contact angle assigned at the start of waterflooding was positively167

correlated with the oil saturation of pores after drainage, mimicking wettability alteration168

in realistic settings. The contact angles assigned after drainage in the MW case ranged from169

45◦ to 165◦, with a volume-weighted average of 90◦. Each waterflood was initiated from the170

same drainage simulation. All simulations were in a capillary dominated regime, with an171

average capillary number Ca < 10−5 during the displacements.172

Using a no-slip boundary condition, at least three grid blocks are required at the solid-173

wall to capture fluid layers using DNS. Furthermore, Zhao et al. [40] suggested that at174
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least 10 grid blocks across the diameter of a throat are needed for LBM Pc predictions175

to lie within 5% of analytic values, and insufficient mesh resolution has an adverse effect176

on relative permeability predictions [18]. The grid size used in the simulations here was177

3.58 µm. Figure 1 shows that the volume-average pore and throat diameter (µm) is 66 and178

28 for Bentheimer, and 76 and 38 for the beadpack, respectively. With a grid size equal179

to the voxel size of 3.58 µm these values correspond to ∼ 10 grid blocks per throat and180

∼ 20 grid blocks per pore. Note that this is the volume-average resolution – some throats181

in Fig. 1 will have fewer grid blocks per diameter, particularly for Bentheimer. In this182

work, experimental capillary pressures will be presented to validate model predictions and,183

to avoid resolution errors, pore-by-pore analysis excludes the throats. The main implication,184

however, is that layer flow cannot be simulated by the LBM at this resolution. It is important185

to emphasise that this is not indicative of an inability of LBM to model layers as a whole;186

indeed, many studies have successfully modelled wetting layers, and even thin films, in187

simple systems using colour-gradient, inter-particle potential, free-energy, mean-field and188

stable-diffuse interface LBM schemes [e.g., 41–46]. However, there is an inherent trade-off189

in all schemes between the resolution of the simulation domain and the physical volume190

of the sample modelled. For many media, particularly if the structure and porosity are191

heterogeneous, the representative size may be cubic millimetres or centimetres in volume.192

Achieving micrometre resolution in such volumes is extremely demanding, leading many193

studies to omit small-scale features in more complex media [e.g., 27, 38, 47, 48]. As shown194

later, this omission can have significant impacts on macroscopic predictions of trapping and195

pore-by-pore displacement characteristics.196
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II.3. Assignment of Contact Angle197

FIG. 2. The steps implemented to obtain a spatial match in wettability between models. The pore

regions identified by Akai et al. [4] are shown in A. The generalized network is shown in B, with

the pore centres represented by black squares in C. Finally, each pore centre in C is mapped to a

pore region in A, shown in D. After mapping, wettability assignment is easily transferred between

models.

The generalized network extraction algorithm differs from the method used in the LBM198

study by Akai et al. [4] to identify pores. In the water-wet and oil-wet cases this is incon-199

sequential as the wettability assignment is uniform. The mixed-wet cases, however, require200

a spatial match in contact angle. This is achieved by implementing the steps shown in201

Fig. 2. A generalized network is extracted from the images used in Akai et al. [4]. The pore202

centres in the generalized network model are then overlaid onto the pore regions used in the203

LBM study. Finally, the contact angle associated with each pore-region in the LBM study204

is mapped to the pore-centre(s) of the network model. In this way, the spatial distribution205

of contact angle is matched as closely as possible between models — Fig. 3 compares the206

distribution of contact angles as a function of pore-volume, in the mixed-wet case, for both207

samples. The distributions are similar, with only a 1◦ and 2◦ difference in the volume-208

weighted average of contact angle for Bentheimer and the beadpack, respectively. Network209

flow simulations were performed after the contact angle was assigned pore-by-pore to closely210

match those of the LBM study, and a series of macroscopic and pore-by-pore comparison211

measures were implemented on the model predictions.212
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FIG. 3. The contact angles assigned to the pore volume of the mixed-wet case, prior to water-

flooding, for the GNM and the Akai et al. [4] LBM study (pale bars outlined in black). The

volume-weighted average contact angle is 90◦ in the LBM study while it is 91◦ and 92◦, for the

Bentheimer and beadpack respectively, in the GNM.

II.4. Comparison Measures213

To compare the higher fidelity DNS model and the GNM, a series of qualitative and sta-214

tistical measures are implemented on both a macroscopic and a pore-by-pore basis, explained215

below.216

II.4.1. Macroscopic Mismatch217

Capillary pressure (Eq. 1) is used to qualitatively determine the similarity between the218

two modelling approaches at a macroscopic scale. Capillary pressure is dependent on pore219

geometry, wettability, saturation and the invading phase history (capillary pressure hystere-220

sis). Hence, differences in Pc provide important insights into pore-scale displacement. The221
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capillary pressure for drainage and each waterflood, for both models, are shown for Ben-222

theimer and the beadpack. For the Bentheimer sandstone, experimental observations for223

drainage, water-wet waterflooding [49] and mixed-wet waterflooding [50] are presented for224

comparison, with an updated quantification of uncertainty by Foroughi et al. [51].225

Another macroscopic measure used is the Pearson correlation coefficient, r, which is a226

measure of the linear relationship between two datasets and is defined as:227

r =

∑n
i=1(ψ

a
i − ψ̄a)(ψb

i − ψ̄b)√∑n
i=1(ψ

a
i − ψ̄a)2

√∑n
i=1(ψ

b
i − ψ̄b)2

r ∈ [−1, 1], (3)

where ψa
i and ψb

i are the i
th members of two datasets, a and b, with mean values ψ̄a and ψ̄b,228

and n is the sample size. The Pearson correlation coefficient between saturation and radii,229

and occupancy and radii, is calculated at the end of drainage and each waterflooding cycle230

for the LBM predictions (rLBM), and compared to the correlation coefficients calculated231

for the network model predictions (rGNM) when the mean difference in the models’ pore-232

saturation is zero (detailed in Section II.4.2) and the wettability is the same. This comparison233

determines the degree to which the models agree in terms of their invasion behaviour —234

similar coefficients indicate agreement in the invasion trends (i.e, are large or small pores235

preferentially filled) and in variance of the prediction. A value of −1 indicates perfect236

negative correlation and a value of 1 indicates perfect positive correlation, while 0 indicates237

no correlation. As wettability assignment is equal in both models, a large disparity in the238

Pearson correlation coefficient reflects differences in the invasion algorithm and treatment239

of pore-space geometry.240

Finally, the residual saturation after waterflooding, Sor, is primarily controlled by the241

amount of trapping due to snap-off and the presence of flow through layers, which in turn242

are controlled by the wettability of the system. It has important implications for oil recovery243

and CO2 trapping [52, 53]. Sor as a function of wettability is presented as a measure of the244

macroscopic differences manifesting from the treatment of small-scale phenomena and model245

resolution.246

II.4.2. Pore-by-Pore Mismatch in Occupancy and Saturation247

LBM predictions at the end of drainage and the end of waterflooding are first mapped248

onto pore-network elements, in a similar fashion to contact angle (Fig. 2), enabling pore-by-249

pore comparison between models. The mean difference (∆̄) and mean absolute differences250
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(
∣∣∆̄∣∣) between model predictions for occupancy and oil saturation (the fraction of the volume251

of a pore filled with oil) are then calculated, as in Raeini et al. [54]:252

∆̄ψ =

∑n
i=1wi(ψ

a
i − ψb

i )∑n
i=1wi

(4)

253 ∣∣∆̄∣∣ψ =

∑n
i=1wi

∣∣ψa
i − ψb

i

∣∣∑n
i=1wi

(5)

where ψ represents any flow parameter, such as saturation or occupancy, for two data sets254

a, b while wi is a weighting factor — chosen here to be the pore volume. Equation 4 can255

be considered the difference in the average, upscaled flow parameter, as local differences256

between models can cancel, while Eq. 5 represents a true pore-by-pore difference — it is the257

normalised sum of pore-by-pore discrepancy. A difference here indicates disagreement in the258

models’ invasion algorithms, pore-space geometry and incorporated physics — as in Eq. 3259

— but provides a direct measure of the local disagreements. Both pore-by-pore comparison260

measures are determined when the mean difference in pore saturation (Eq. 4) between the261

GNM and the end of LBM drainage, or waterflooding, is zero (Fig. 4).262
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FIG. 4. The method used to establish the comparison points between two models. Flow simula-

tions of four regimes are compared: primary drainage (DR) and water-wet, mixed-wet and oil-wet

waterflooding (WW, MW and OW, respectively). In each simulation, the total water saturation

of the GNM network (SGNM
w ) is increased incrementally by 1%. At each saturation increment in

the GNM, the mean difference in pore saturation of oil (∆̄So) between the prevailing state of the

GNM network and the end state of the LBM is calculated (Eq. 4). The total network saturations

at which the two models are compared is given by the intersections of the lines with ∆̄So = 0 —

for each wetting regime, the models are compared when their mean pore saturations are equal.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION263

In Section III.1 the GNM and LBM are quantitatively compared at the macroscopic scale,264

using the methods described in Section II.4.1, to determine the average behaviour of each265

model. Experimental measurements of capillary pressure in Bentheimer [49, 50, 55] are also266

used to aid macroscopic comparison. Subsequently, in Section III.2, the local differences267

between models are analysed using the methods described in Section II.4.2.268

III.1. Macroscopic Comparison269

In the context of reservoir simulation, the two major upscaled flow-properties needed as an270

input into field-scale models are capillary pressure and relative permeability. Any modelling271

approach intended for practical use needs to accurately reproduce these properties. The272

focus in this paper is on the former of these properties, as an analysis of relative permeability273

was not performed by Akai et al. [4]. The wettability of the models is matched on a pore-274

by-pore basis; differences in Pc are due to representation of the pore-space geometry or the275

dynamics of the invasion. Akai et al. [4] compared their LBM results against a water-wet276

experiment by Raeesi et al. [55], in which capillary pressure was measured using the porous-277

plate method. Their comparison showed good agreement with the experiment, slightly278

overpredicting drainage and underpredicting imbibition capillary pressure. A comparison279

between GNM, LBM and experimental capillary pressures – obtained with the porous plate280

[55] and micro-CT image curvature measurement [49, 50] methods – is shown in Fig. 5.281
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FIG. 5. Capillary pressure (Pc) comparison between the LBM (dotted lines) and the GNM (solid

with dots), for a beadpack and Bentheimer sandstone. In each plot, the colours distinguish primary

drainage and water-wet, mixed-wet and oil-wet waterflooding (DR, WW, MW and OW, respec-

tively). For the Benthiemer, experimental results (EXP) from Raeesi et al. [55], Lin et al. [49] and

Lin et al. [50] are superimposed with error bars indicating the uncertainty in the measurements

[51].

The LBM shows an initial water saturation (Swi) after primary drainage of 27% and 16%,282

for Bentheimer and the beadpack respectively. Experimental observations, however, exhibit283

around Swi = 10% for Bentheimer and Swi = 6 − 10% for a packing of smooth beads [56],284

although the presence of surface roughness can reduce this to Swi = 1% or less [57] — far285

lower than predicted by the LBM. In contrast, the GNM reaches lower Swi’s than LBM —286

less than 5% in both samples — and better agrees with experimental findings. The cause287

of this discrepancy is the computational difficulty for LBM, and indeed all direct numerical288

simulations, to perform simulations at a resolution necessary to capture layer flow. Without289

wetting layers to sustain water-connectivity to the outlet throughout drainage, the wetting290

phase becomes surrounded and trapped.291

The resolutions needed to capture layer flow (a minimum of three grid blocks) significantly292

increases simulation time, and the flow rates necessary to simulate layer flow may result in293
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viscous-dominated behaviour. While high performance computing is extensively used in294

LBM studies, providing the means to capture layers, each simulation still typically takes295

on the order of days to weeks to complete. For reference, each GNM drainage-waterflood296

cycle shown in Fig. 5 took 1 minute using a single core with a clockspeed of 2.30GHz297

and a floating point operations per second (FLOPS) rating of 3.6GFLOPS. In contrast,298

the LBM simulations — without layers — took on the order of two weeks using 128 cores299

with a clockspeed of 2.5GHz and a numerical performance rating of 3.1GFLOPS per core.300

This corresponds to approximately six orders of magnitude difference in computational time301

between the generalised network model and the LBM.302

Due to these computational challenges associated with direct simulations, layer flow is303

often omitted from LBM studies, leading to an overestimation of trapped water saturation af-304

ter primary drainage. It is important to emphasise that the remaining water is truly trapped305

— it is not connected to the outlet via wetting layers, as seen in experiments [21, 58, 59]. In306

comparison, the generalized network model is able to simulate complete primary drainage;307

the wetting phase remaining in the network following drainage is rarely disconnected from308

the outlet as thin wetting layers maintain connectivity, even at very high capillary pres-309

sure, through the corners of the pore-space. As layers are conceptually incorporated, rather310

than explicitly modelled, their inclusion comes at little extra computational cost and the311

resolution is the same as the precision of the hardware used for the simulation.312

The oil-wet case in Fig. 5 shows large Pc discrepancy between the GNM and LBM pre-313

dictions, in both the Bentheimer and beadpack, for the majority of the displacement. This314

is related to the inability of the LBM to reach low initial saturations at this resolution, as315

explained above. During drainage, oil preferentially invades the pore space in order of size,316

from largest to smallest, in accordance with growing capillary entry pressure [22]. The small-317

est regions of the pore-space are the most difficult to invade — only a high capillary pressure318

can push the non-wetting phase into these regions. In the LBM, the wetting phase will never319

leave these regions. The non-wetting phase will find other, easier paths and leave the wet-320

ting phase trapped and disconnected in small crevices. Subsequently, an oil-wet wettability321

alteration occurs and water is injected, which has now replaced oil as the non-wetting phase.322

The pore-space is once again invaded in decreasing order of size. However, in the LBM, the323

smallest regions — those which require the highest water pressure, and hence the most neg-324

ative capillary pressure — remain occupied with water. Thus the non-wetting phase (water)325

can span the system without displacing through narrow, high entry-pressure regions. In326
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the GNM, this is not the case. The capillary pressure and connectivity necessary to fully327

drain the sample during primary drainage are achievable, resulting in the smallest regions328

of the pore-space becoming occupied with the non-wetting phase. Subsequently, injected329

water must displace oil from these narrow regions if it is to span the system. The capillary330

pressure immediately reaches large, negative values to achieve this. The narrow range of331

pore-size distribution shown in Fig. 1 accounts for the flat capillary pressure throughout332

the remaining displacement — once the narrowest region is invaded, the non-wetting phase333

pressure is sufficient to percolate through the rest of the system.334

The mixed-wet case in Fig. 5 reveals insights into the nature of displacement in both mod-335

els. Both models show good agreement within ∼ 40− 70% water saturation, beyond which336

the impact of oil-layer flow becomes apparent, as is discussed later. Indeed, for Bentheimer337

both models lie within the uncertainty of experimental observations [50] during intermedi-338

ate saturations, with the GNM closer overall. However, the key observation highlighting the339

differences between the models lies in the early stages of displacement, Sw < 40%. The LBM340

shows an almost vertical decrease to negative capillary pressure at the start of waterflooding341

— there is little spontaneous displacement and the invading phase must be forced into the342

pore-space. From the contact angle distribution (Fig. 3) it is evident that there are water-wet343

regions of the pore-space. Indeed, the GNM predicts significant spontaneous displacement344

at positive capillary pressures and spontaneous imbibition in mixed-wet samples has been345

experimentally observed [60]. The cause of this difference is again the absence of wetting346

layers connecting trapped water to the inlet at the end of drainage, discussed previously.347

Upon injection of water, wetting layers swell throughout the pore-space until their arc348

menisci reach a critical radius of curvature, beyond which the narrowest, water-wet regions of349

the pore-space are spontaneously filled. These narrow regions of the pore-space can then act350

as nucleation points for displacement in adjacent, less water-wet pores and throats. This is351

ordinary percolation invasion [22]. The LBM, however, is not able to access these water-wet352

regions of the pore-space. Invasion must progress as invasion-percolation, in which elements353

are only invaded if they are connected to the inlet through the centre of the pore-space. As354

much of the pore-space in the mixed-wet case has experienced wettability alteration and355

displacement is invasion percolation-like, to form a connected pathway across the sample,356

oil-wet regions of the pore-space must be invaded, causing the capillary pressure to become357

negative. The difference in percolation behaviour is evident from Fig. 6, which shows the358

contact angle of newly invaded regions as a function of saturation.359
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The contact angles in this study are known exactly and are spatially matched in both360

models (Fig. 2), allowing in-depth pore-by-pore analysis. Both models in Fig. 6 show gen-361

eral agreement in their volume-averaged behaviour (solid lines), with more water-wet regions362

invaded before oil-wet; however the range of contact angles invaded (shaded area) is signifi-363

cantly different. For Sw < 60%, the GNM predicts that displacement predominantly occurs364

in the more water-wet regions of the pore-space, accounting for displacement at positive365

capillary pressure in the network model shown in Fig. 5. The most oil-wet regions are not366

invaded until the final stages, for water saturations above ∼ 60%. In the LBM, however,367

the invading phase has no choice but to push through oil-wet regions as it cannot percolate368

into water-wet regions without a terminal menisci first reaching them, as shown by the im-369

mediate increase in volume-average contact angle followed by a sharp drop shown in Fig. 6.370

This fluctuating behaviour is seen throughout the LBM simulations, and is most apparent371

in the Bentheimer sandstone due to its lower pore-space connectivity. In addition, the LBM372

exhibits a consistently higher invaded maximum contact angle until the final stages of wa-373

terlooding — the most oil-wet regions are always invaded, regardless of Sw, whereas these374

regions are bypassed in the GNM as favourable water-wet regions are accessible via wetting375

layers. The apparent absence of ordinary percolation-like behaviour in the LBM could have376

important implications for future modelling of mixed-wet systems. While direct numerical377

simulations are undoubtedly successful for high resolution, physics-based studies of flow us-378

ing massively parallel processing, time and resource-efficient simulations with true predictive379

capability for mixed-wet systems — able to incorporate small-scale flow phenomena and the380

associated displacement phenomena on representative sample sizes — may be better suited381

to network modelling.382
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FIG. 6. The contact angles of newly invaded elements during waterlooding in the mixed-wet case

as a function of water saturation (Sw). The generalized network model is shown in blue while the

lattice-Boltzmann model is shown in red. Solid lines represent the volume-average, while shaded

regions show the range of invaded contact angles.

Thus far, the macroscopic comparison has highlighted differences caused by the absence383

of wetting layers in the LBM at the resolution of the simulations. However, wettability384

alteration can also cause the formation of oil layers in the corners of the pore-space, as seen385

experimentally [61]. At the end of drainage, water is retained in the corners of the pore-space386

and exists as wetting layers, while the solid surface bounding the centre of a pore region is387

contacted by oil and subject to wettability alteration [62]. During waterflooding, water (now388

the non-wetting phase) occupies the centre of the pore-space and leaves oil as a stable layer389

between the water occupied corners and centre. These layers allow the oil to escape even if390

the centre of the pore-space is blocked. The stability of oil layers is determined by the pore391

geometry and the initial water saturation — angular pore-spaces with lower initial water392

saturation have thicker, stabler oil layers — but in general their existence allows altered393

wettability media to reach low residual oil saturations.394

Figure 7 shows the residual saturations predicted by both models for both samples. The395

beadpack has a better connected pore-space and shows lower residuals than Bentheimer,396

but the network model predicts far lower residuals than the LBM in both samples. The397

principal reason for this is the inclusion of oil-layer flow in the GNM. While it is true the398
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GNM waterflooding simulations begin with a lower Swi, and hence stable oil-layer flow399

throughout the simulation is expected, the impact of wettability alteration on residual oil400

is entirely missed by the LBM due to the computational constraints of modelling small-401

scale features with a resolution of 3.58 µm. In the beadpack, the LBM predicts minimum402

trapping of oil to be the water-wet case. Cooperative pore-body filling dominates in water-403

wet scenarios, leading to efficient sweep of the non-wetting phase out of the medium, and404

without the presence of wetting layers to facilitate snap-off there will be minimal trapping.405

For mixed-wet (without ordinary percolation) and oil-wet conditions, piston-like advance406

is dominant and the finger-like growth of the invading phase can trap large clusters of the407

defending phase in small regions. The manifestations of these displacement processes is408

not evident in the LBM Bentheimer predictions in Fig. 7 because the pore-space is not as409

well connected — if a few key throats are invaded, the exit of oil will be blocked, while in410

the beadpack there will still be pathways to escape — and hence there is little variation411

in LBM Bentheimer residuals as wettability changes from water-wet to mixed and oil-wet412

states. The GNM does capture the effect of oil-layer flow and the varying displacement413

dynamics, predicting that the residual oil saturation decreases with an increase in average414

contact angle, as seen experimentally [63–65].415

The inclusion of layer-flow has a clear impact on the nature of pore-scale displacement416

and the model predictions thus far, but at a macroscopic level it is useful to determine417

whether the models observe similar displacement sequences — that is, do the models pre-418

dict the same fluid movement in the pore-space. Despite the shortcomings of LBM, it is419

mathematically closer to a first-principles approach than network modelling and hence it is420

important to ensure the semi-analytic approximations present in the GNM reproduce the421

upscaled-behaviour of direct methods. Figure 8 compares the Pearson correlation coeffi-422

cients of radius with occupancy and oil saturation for both models, with the dotted blue423

line corresponding to an exact agreement. Both models indicate strong, positive correlation424

of occupancy and saturation with radius during drainage and water-wet waterflooding, as425

observed experimentally [60, 66, 67]. Likewise, both models agree in the mixed-wet case426

where only a slight positive correlation in occupancy and saturation with inscribed radius427

is present, again as confirmed experimentally [60, 68]. Little correlation is expected as the428

volume-averaged contact angle is 90◦, with a range of contact angles above and below as429

shown in Fig. 3, and hence both imbibition and drainage are occurring simultaneously. Al-430

though small, the observation of positive coefficients in the mixed-wet cases can be explained431
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FIG. 7. Residual oil saturations (Sor) after waterflooding predicted by the GNM (circles) and LBM

(triangles) for the simulated water-wet, mixed-wet and oil-wet wettabilities (WW, MW and OW,

respectively).

as follows: during drainage, oil will occupy the largest regions of the pore-space first. This432

will result in a positive correlation of saturation with radius at the end of primary drainage,433

as shown in Fig. 8. The degree of wettability alteration in both models is akin to that434

seen in experiments: pores highly saturated with oil experience stronger wettability alter-435

ation. Thus, at the beginning of waterflooding, large pores are occupied with oil and are436

more oil-wet than small pores, which retain more water and experience less alteration. It437

is almost always easier for water to invade the smaller, water-wet regions rather than the438

larger, oil-wet regions (Fig. 6) resulting in a positive correlation of oil-occupancy and satu-439

ration with radius. This behaviour has also been noted experimentally [69]. In the oil-wet440

case, if the oil-wet state is considered analogous to drainage with the invading and receding441

phases swapped, a negative correlation of occupancy and saturation with radius is again442

self-explanatory and has been observed experimentally [70]. In summary, Fig. 8 indicates443

that the GNM is exhibiting the same upscaled behaviour as the LBM and experiments.444
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as predicted by the GNM and LBM models after primary drainage and water-wet, mixed-wet and

oil-wet waterflooding (DR, WW, MW and OW, respectively). Triangles and circles represent

predictions for the beadpack and Bentheimer, respectively, and the colour of the data points

corresponds to their wettability.

III.2. Pore-by-Pore Comparison445

The pore-scale configuration and connectivity of fluids ultimately controls the upscaled446

macroscopic properties of interest to field-scale simulations. The exact pore-scale configura-447

tion of fluids is not even completely reproducible between repeat experiments on the same448

sample [54] — the mean and mean absolute difference for simple sandstones and carbonates449

can be as large as 8% and 17%, respectively. These pore-by-pore discrepancies therefore450

represent the closest agreement between model and experiment possible with the use of ex-451

perimental constraints on input parameters. However, repeat experiments closely agree in452

upscaled properties and thus it is assumed that if the mean and mean absolute differences453

between model and experiment — or indeed two models — are similar to the discrepancy454

between repeat experiments, the upscaled properties should also be similar. For instance,455

the GNM showed moderate pore-by-pore agreement with water-wet experiments in both456

Bentheimer sandstone [71, 72] and Ketton limestone [71, 73], with a mean difference of457

∼ 10% and a mean absolute difference of ∼ 30% [54], while upscaled predictions agreed well458
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with experimental measurements in water-wet Bentheimer [2, 37].459

Figure 9 shows the mean difference in pore occupancy between the GNM and LBM as a460

function of wettability, while Fig. 10 shows the absolute difference in pore occupancy and461

saturation as a function of wettability, for both the Bentheimer and beadpack samples. The462

mean difference in saturation (not shown) is zero, as outlined in Fig. 4. To quantitatively463

assess the absolute differences between modelling approaches, a reference is needed. The464

expected absolute difference in oil saturation between two networks randomly saturated with465

a fraction, So, is given by [51]:466

E
(∣∣∆̄∣∣So

)
= 2So(1− So). (6)

Equation 6 is used to normalise the absolute values of saturation obtained using Eq. 5.467

However, two identical media with the same mean saturation (Fig. 4) do not necessarily468

have the same occupied fraction, p. Thus, for two identical media A and B, the expected469

absolute difference in occupancy assuming random filling is given by:470

E
(∣∣∆̄∣∣α) = pA(1− pB) + pB(1− pA), (7)

where pA and pB represent the fraction of occupied elements in A and B, respectively. The471

absolute differences in occupancy presented in Fig. 10 are normalised by Eq. 7.472

The mean difference in pore occupancy shown by Fig. 9 is small and consistent with exper-473

imental comparisons. Physically, this means that the GNM predicts the average, upscaled474

occupancy to within 11% of both a higher fidelity LBM and experimental observations — all475

three approaches agree. It is evident that the mean differences are positive, which indicates476

that more of the pore-space is occupied with oil in the GNM for any given water saturation.477

This is a direct manifestation of the nature of displacement in the two models: in the GNM,478

a change in saturation can arise from a change in volume of the wetting layers, leaving the479

occupancy unaltered. In the LBM, however, the absence of wetting layers results in pore480

occupancy accommodating saturation changes. This discrepancy in model behaviour is also481

shown in the mean absolute differences (Fig. 10), where there are a number of observations482

to note.483

Firstly, the normalised mismatch in predictions decreases with increasing contact angle484

in both samples. This observation is due to the relative prevalence of ordinary percolation485

in combination with the order of filling, and is closely linked to the findings shown in Figs. 6486

and 9: invasion is limited to invasion percolation in the LBM, and saturation changes cannot487
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)
between the GNM and LBM for all

simulations performed. The colours indicate wettability, while circles and triangles represent the

Bentheimer and beadpack respectively.

be attributed to wetting layers. In water-wet regimes, filling proceeds in order of increas-488

ing size in an ordinary percolation-like manner, while wetting layers are rarely pinned and489

can easily swell to allow an increase in wetting saturation before a change in occupancy490

occurs. The GNM can reproduce this behaviour, while the LBM is limited to piston-like491

displacement and cooperative pore-filling of regions that are directly connected to the inlet,492

and all saturation changes occur due to the complete filling of regions in the pore-space.493

In addition, oil is preferentially retained in the largest regions of the pore-space (Fig. 8),494

where discrepancies have the most significant contribution to volume-weighted absolute dif-495

ferences, further exacerbating the mismatch. In the mixed-wet case, ordinary percolation496

still occurs in the water-wet regions, but is overall less prevalent than in the water-wet497

case; displacement in the oil-wet regions is controlled by simpler, invasion percolation-like498

behaviour. Furthermore, in the oil-wet regions of the GNM, wetting layers become pinned499

and cannot accommodate wetting-phase saturation increases as easily as in water-wet re-500
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samples, respectively.

gions: changes in saturation are more likely due to a change in occupancy, as in the LBM,501

contributing to lower mismatch than in the water-wet cases. As the pore-by-pore contact502

angle is assigned based on the oil saturation after primary drainage, and oil saturation is503

positively correlated with radius (Fig. 8), it follows that the more predictable oil-wet regions504

account for the largest pores in the system and thus reduce the volume-weighted discrepan-505

cies shown in Fig. 10 further. This is explored in more depth in Fig. 11, discussed later. In506

the oil-wet scenario, invasion percolation dominates, with filling purely in decreasing order507

of size, and the two models exhibit lower mismatch because of this simpler behaviour, par-508

ticularly in occupancy where the smallest pores are likely to remain occupied but have less509

contribution to volume-weighted differences. The exception to the observation of decreasing510

mismatch with wettability is the relative saturation mismatch for the oil-wet Bentheimer,511

which shows larger discrepancy due to the presence of oil-layers remaining stable in the512

angular pore-space, whereas the less angular pore-space of the beadpack is not conducive to513

their formation.514

Secondly, the relative absolute discrepancies in predictions for the Bentheimer sample are515
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generally larger than for the beadpack. This is an interesting finding: Raeini et al.’s [2019]516

comparisons of the GNM to experiments, and indeed uncertainty quantification between517

repeat experiments, showed higher mismatch in a Ketton sample (comparable in resolvable518

pore morphology to a beadpack) over a Bentheimer sandstone. Possible explanations for the519

greater disagreement in Bentheimer shown here could be that: i) there is a larger difference520

in Swi between the GNM and LBM for Bentheimer; ii) the effective resolution is greater in521

the beadpack and iii) Bentheimer has a more angular pore-space. Initial water saturation522

has been shown to be a sensitive parameter in pore-by-pore predictions [54] and so it is523

expected that a larger difference in initial condition could result in larger differences toward524

the end of waterflooding, however the effect of this is mitigated to a certain extent through525

normalising by Eqs. 6 and 7 — Fig. 10 shows similar discrepancy for both samples at the526

end of drainage but large differences in discrepancy after waterflooding. Fig. 1, however,527

shows that the pores present in the beadpack are larger than in Bentheimer, and hence528

are better resolved for both the GNM and LBM, potentially reducing the disagreement for529

the beadpack. The one exception to this is the water-wet case, discussed previously, where530

the larger pores of the beadpack cause mismatches in the occupancy of the largest pores to531

yield greater volume-weighted absolute differences. Lastly, the narrower and more angular532

pore-space of Bentheimer is also more conducive to the formation and preservation of layer533

flow, which as discussed earlier is not a feature present in LBM at this resolution. Although534

small, layers can lead to large pore-by-pore differences — one can envisage the effect of a535

critical throat, for example, which experiences snap-off and blocks a flow path. Even without536

considering trapping phenomena, the presence of layers changes the saturation and entry537

pressures for any given element. The lower capillary pressures exhibited by the LBM in538

the water-wet cases of Fig. 5 are partly attributable to this. The above factors all impact539

the predictions of the displacement sequence throughout the waterflooding, and the relative540

importance of each cause requires future investigation.541

Returning to the discussion of occupancy in mixed-wet states, previous studies have542

demonstrated that displacement is not purely governed by size in mixed-wet media — wet-543

tability is also a determining factor [50, 68]. The details of this, however, have not been544

fully explored. Figure 11 compares the Pearson correlation coefficient (Eq. 3) of pore occu-545

pancy with radius and contact angle for the mixed-wet state, when the mean difference in546

pore-saturation is zero (Fig. 4), for both samples. It is clear that contact angle, rather than547

geometry, is the main control over whether a pore has remained occupied, as has been ex-548
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FIG. 11. A comparison of the Pearson correlation (Eq. 3) of pore occupancy (α) with radius and

contact angle, for both samples, for the mixed-wet simulations. GNM predictions are shown in

blue while LBM predictions are in red.

perimentally observed [60, 68]. The GNM predicts a larger correlation with contact angle in549

both samples, explained by Fig. 6 — ordinary percolation in the GNM can select water-wet550

regions, whereas the LBM cannot. Interestingly, the GNM predicts a stronger correlation of551

occupancy with contact angle in the beadpack over Bentheimer. This could be a feature of552

the topology of the two systems — with a higher coordination number, an invaded element553

in the beadpack could have more liberty to select surrounding water-wet pores to invade554

compared to Bentheimer. The extent to which topology controls the degree of occupancy555

correlation with local contact angle will be pursued in future studies.556

Finally, it is noted that, for Bentheimer sandstone, the pore-by-pore mismatch between557

models is greater than the mismatch between repeat experiments [54]. At first, this is an558

unexpected finding as the uncertainty in pore-by-pore wettability is removed from this study559

but is not reflected in the difference between models. However, semi-analytic approximations560

to flow and geometric approximations within the GNM are still present, and the initial561

water saturation at the end of drainage is also different between studies. Further, while562

wettability has been accounted for, discretisation limitations within the LBM prohibit the563

implementation of layer flow using commonly deployed hardware. Whether wetting layers or564

oil layers, these features are routinely incorporated into network modelling and their impact565
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has been experimentally proven. It is likely that their absence in this work accounts for a566

significant portion of the difference shown here.567

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK568

In this study, a workflow to compare pore-scale models of two-phase flow at both macro-569

scopic and local scales is developed, implementing a spatial match in wettability. The570

method allows detailed insights into the pore-scale displacement and can be used to identify571

strengths and shortcomings in predictive capability. The method was applied to analyse572

predictions obtained with a colour-gradient lattice-Boltzmann model and the generalized573

network model for two-phase flow in two samples, a synthetic beadpack and a micro-CT574

imaged Bentheimer sandstone, for four displacements: primary drainage and waterflooding575

under water-wet, mixed-wet and oil-wet conditions.576

The comparison of macroscopic capillary pressure revealed good agreement between the577

two models, and experiments, at intermediate saturations but showed large discrepancies578

at the end-points. With a resolution of 10 grid blocks per average throat, LBM is unable579

to reach low initial water saturations due to the absence of layers, which manifests as fur-580

ther differences during waterflooding in altered-wetting states. Critically, at the resolutions581

typically implemented in research settings, the LBM does not capture displacement by or-582

dinary percolation in a mixed-wet state. The absence of layers further impacts the residual583

oil-saturations, with the LBM predicting higher values than expected.584

In contrast, the GNM was able to capture the effect of layer flow and its impacts since,585

while the geometry of the pore space is simplified, layer flow can be described with infinite586

resolution. The GNM exhibits spontaneous imbibition in mixed-wet displacement, and lower587

residuals in altered wetting states. The GNM predictions also agree more closely with588

experimental waterflood measurements. At a pore-by-pore level, absolute differences larger589

than between repeat experiments are observed, further emphasising that care must be taken590

when selecting pore-scale models. Overall, the comparison shows that network modelling is591

an attractive option for cost and time-effective prediction of two-phase flow.592

Future work is to extend the comparison of the GNM to experimental observations of593

mixed-wet states in a wider variety of porous media, and to incorporate the effects of unre-594

solved micro-porosity. Furthermore, the role of direct simulation in informing and calibrating595

network models at the pore scale should be explored, rather than expecting direct models596
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to provide reliable estimates of macroscopic properties at the REV scale using standard597

computer resources for complex wetting states.598
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